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Synopsis
We have examined the transient stress response under shear flow of concentrated suspensions of
non‑Brownian spheres. We focused on the experiment where the shearing is momentarily stopped
and restarted in the opposite direction. We found that the normalized stress recovery curves for
different values of the initial and subsequent shear rates could be collapsed quite well if plotted
against the strain. This behavior agrees with the basic concept that the transient stress behavior is
a function only of the imposed strain, as predicted by some recent constitutive models of

concentrated suspensions. We also found that the transient behavior of the normal stress difference
showed similar data collapse. Further, there appeared to be little qualitative difference in the
behavior of particulate systems with a high degree of size monodispersity and those more
polydisperse.ゥ2002 The Society ofRheology. [DOI: 10.1122/1.1428321]
I. INTRODUCTION
Many industrial processes involve particulate suspensions, which consist of solid par‑
tides dispersed in a carrier liquid, for example paints, cosmetics, foods, filled adhesives,
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composite materials, etc. Therefore, it is most important that we continue to improve our
understanding of the fundamental rheological behavior of these systems. The flow prop‑
erties of suspensions are known to strongly depend on particle size, shape, volume frac‑
tion, etc., and the number of key variables make this a very challenging research丘eld.
There are summaries available in the literature of the large volume of research work that

has been carried out until now [e.g., Macosko (1994); Huilgol and Phan‑Thien (1997);
Larson (1999)]. However, much work re誓‑ains to be done, particularly towards gaining an
understanding of the rheological properties of the more concentrated suspensions. Work
on concentrated systems up to now has primarily focussed on the behavior under steady
flow (reviewed in, e.g., Barnes 1989; Chow et al 1993; Aral and Kalyon 1994; Zarraga
et al. 2000), and much less is known about the transient behavior due to particle rear‑
rangements at the microstructural level, which can lead to interesting structural memory
effects in the mechanical response of the suspension. In this article, we focus on the
particular problem of the stress recovery behavior of concentrated suspensions of spheres

in a Newtonian carrier liquid under the reversal of steady shear flow. We consider sys‑
tems where the particles are at least several microns in size, so the effects of Brownian
motion can be assumed to be negligible.
A previous experimental study of this problem in suspension rheology was reported by
Gadala‑Maria and Acrivos (1980), who imposed a steady shearing with shear rateう′

and

observed that when the shearing was suddenly stopped, the shear stress almost instanta‑

neously went to zero. After this stoppage, Gadala‑Maria and Acrivos recommenced shear‑
ing of the sample with shear rateう′。 and observed the following interesting behavior: if

γa ‑ γ

so that the shearing direction was the same as that prior to the stoppage, the

stress would immediately jump to the steady state value it previously had, whereas if the
direction of shearing was reversed (so thatナa ‑ ‑ ji), the stress took considerable time
to rise to the steady state value. They found that the normalized shear stress recovery
curves after shear reversal for different values ofう′ (( ‑ ‑ ji) could be collapsed closely

to a master curve by plotting the transient behavior against shear strain γ ‑序a¥t‑ It
should be noted that Gadala‑Maria and Acrivos (1980) focused on shear reversals where
the initial and subsequent shear rates were of the same magnitude yaly¥¥ ‑ 1‑ In a

subsequent work, Parsi and Gadala‑Maria (1987) observed under steady shearing a "fore‑
and‑aft" asymmetry in the particle configurations.
On the theoretical side, these results have been reproduced by the constitutive model
for concentrated suspensions of non‑Brownian monodisperse spheres developed by Phan‑
Thien and co‑workers [Phan‑Thien (1995); Phan‑Thien et al. (1999, 2000)]. This ap‑
proach models the motion of a generic pair of neighboring spheres in the suspension by
a single pair of force‑free and torque‑free spheres tumbling along in the now field. In
addition, the interaction with the surrounding spheres is modeled by a diffusion‑like
process. The reason for the difference in the response after same direction shearing and
after shear reversal is that there is a microstructure developed in the participate under
steady flow, and after sudden shear reversal it takes time for this microstructure to flip
over" and acquire the appropriate structure for the new shearing direction [Phan‑Thien
(1995)]. An interesting prediction of this model is that, in general, the transient stress
behavior can be reduced to a function of the applied strain, meaning that the shear
recovery after shear reversal should take place over a strain which is independent of the
initial and subsequent shear rates. This agrees with the collapse of the normalized stress
recovery curves when plotted against strain experimentally observed by Gadala‑Mana
and Acrivos (1980). An alternative way of expressing this strain dependence is to say that
‑1
the only timescale in the physical problem is γα , a conclusion reached by Brady and

Morris (1997) by microstructural scaling arguments.
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TABLE I. Properties of materials used (SD ‑ standard deviation).

Particle

GP‑m

MA‑1010

oo

(PMMA)

(Benz0‑guanamme melamine)

6.8 /皿(SD ‑ 2.70/Am)
1.2

Average diameter 10 ルin (SD ‑ 0.45 /↓m)
Speci丘c

gravity

1

‑4

ca汀ier liquid Silicone oil 1000 cs (Speci丘c gravity ‑ 0.98)
Volume fraction

<b ‑ 0.4

While the work of Gadala‑Maria and Acrivos (1980) clearly demonstrated many of the
features of the shear stress recovery after shear reversal, they did not report the more
general shear recovery behavior when γi and ya have different magnitudes, and it is not
immediately clear from their experimental report that the behavior will show the same

trends. Further, Gadala‑Maria and Acrivos did not report the response of the normal
stresses after shear reversal. In this article, we present experiments exploring the effect of
the ratio ￨ ya Iケ
ior

of

the

normal

on the transient stress recovery behavior, as well as the transient behav‑
stress

difference

Ni

‑N2蝣

We will present results of a series of tests using microspherical particles dispersed in
silicone oil, where we investigated the stress response after shear reversal with the ratio

序alyi¥ varying from 0.25 to 8.0. Our results show that the collapse of the normalized
shear stress recovery curves when plotted against strain also appears to hold for the range

of values of序al‑ ji¥, thus extending this key concept observed by Gadala‑Maria and
Acrivos (1980). Our conclusions are also in agreement with the theoretical predictions of
the constitutive models of Phan‑Thien and co‑workers [Phan‑Thien (1995); Phan‑Thien
et al. (1999,2000)], and Brady and Morris (1997). Further, we were able to confirm that
the normal stress difference Nl‑N2 shows analogous behavior as shear stress after shear
startup: if the subsequent shearing is in the same direction as the initial one, Nl‑N2 will
jump instantaneously to the appropriate steady state value, whereas if the shearing direc‑
tion

is

reversed

there

is

a

gradual

rise

in

N1‑N2蝣

This article is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we describe the materials used and the
experimental setup. In Sec. Ill, we present the results of the rheological tests and in Sec.
IV, we discuss the stress recovery behavior in terms of the theoretical models.
II. EXPERIMENTAL
Two types of spherical particles were used: MA‑1010 (Nippon Shokubai Co., Ltd.,
Japan) were particles made of poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA); GP‑HIOO (Nippon
Shokubai Co., Ltd., Japan) were particles made of Benzo‑guanamine melamine. Table I
gives further details of the particles. Note that the GP‑HIOO particles were highly mono‑
disperse in size, while the MA‑1010 particles had a degree of size variability. The par‑
tides were dispersed in a silicone oil with viscosity 1.13 Pa s at 20 oC and speci丘c gravity
of 0.98 (Shin‑Etsu Chemical Co., Ltd., Japan). Thorough hand mixing and 30 mm of
ultrasonic vibration and defoaming were carried out to ensure that the particles were
uniformly dispersed in the suspension‑no clumping or sedimentation of the particles

was observed. In this article, we label the suspension with MA‑1010 particles as HMSH
and that with GP‑HIOO particles as "GS," as shown in Table I. Our focus was on the
behavior of systems with reasonably high concentrations, so the volume丘・action was

丘xed at ￠ ‑ 0.4. The measurements were conducted at temperatures of 20 oC‑25 ‑C.
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ハiherheometerwasaRheometricsScientificARESsystemintheparallelplatecon‑
ngurationwith50mmplatediameterand1mmgap.Thiscon丘gurationwasusedsince
wealsowishedtomeasurethetransientbehaviorofthenormalstressdifferenceN¥‑N2蝣
Despitethefactthattheshearrateisnotuniformoverthesample,thestandardinversion
procedure(Macosko,1994)allowstheshearstressattherimshearrateyRtobeestab‑
lishedintermsofthetorque〟,
欄M
2ttR23+孟笥(1,

whereRistheradiusoftheplate.Forsystemswherethereislittleornoshearthinning.
asisthecasehere,thetransientresponseofthemeasuredtorqueisthetransientresponse
oftheshearstressatshearrateγ/?.Thecone‑plateconfigurationwasnotusedbecauseof
difiicultiesexperiencedinachievingtheinitia且gapsettingwithoutresidualthrust,whic
1.II
isacommonproblemwhenworkingwithsuspensionscontainingparticlesseveralmi‑
‑^nd‑‑‑z,c‑^xoi^cx.iiiu‑i^olo,iii^pieauemno¥vw'asappliedlomeiesr員uidfor30s
ataconstantshearrateヤ(Ji‑0.25‑2S wastherangeused,andtheshearraterefers
tothevalueattheouterradiusoftheplate).Theflowwasstoppedandthentheshearing
wasimmediatelyappliedintheoppositedirectionwithconstantshearrateγandthe
transientstressresponsesrecorded.Thisprocedurewascarriedoutforseveralvaluesof
theshearrateratio序。/ji.Simultaneously,thetransientbehavior。fthenormalstress
differenceN{‑N2wasdeterminedfromthenormalforceactingontheparallelplates.We
con員Iinedthattheresultsshowedreasonablereproducibility.Forcomparison,steady
shearstressmeasurementsweremadewithaHAAKERS‑50rheometerintheparallel
plateconfigurationwith35mmplatediameterand1mmgap.TheHAAKEtestswere
alsocarriedoutformorethan30s,whichwasfoundtobesufficienttimeforthe
viscositiestoreachsteadystatevaluesfortherangeofshearratesstudied.Atthecon‑
elusionofeachtest,theupperplatewascarefullyliftedandthesampleinspected.There
didnotappeartobesigni丘cantsettlingorseparationofthedispersedparticles.
III.RESULTS
Figure1illustratesthesteadyshearresponseo自hesamples.Thedatashownwas
obtainedafterprolongedshearingfollowingshearreversalwiththeARES(tsinFig.3).
Alsoplotted丘)rcomparisonarethesteadyvaluesmeasuredwiththeRS‑50.FromFig.1,
weseethatthereisgoodagreementbetweenthetworheometers.Further,weseethatthe
30sofprolongedshearingaftershearreversalontheARESwasofsufficientdurationfor
thesystemtoreachsteadystateinourtestconditions.Itshouldbenotedthatoverthe
shearraterangestudied,thefluidswereobservedtobeslightlyshearthinningandtohave
averysmallyieldstress,butthebehaviorwasstillsufficientlyclosetoNewtonianto
justifythesimpli丘edtheoreticaltreatmenttobediscussedlater.
Whenthedirectionofthesubsequentshearingwasthesameasthepreshearing,we
observedforallvaluesoftheratio¥yalji¥thattheshearstressrecoversimmediatelyto
thesteadystatevalue.TheupperplotinFig.2showsoneofthestressresponsecurvesin
thiscase.Fortheexperimentswherethesheardirectionwasreversed,weindeedfound
thatthestressshowsagradualrecovery(lowerplotinFig.2),inagreementwiththe
reportofGadala‑MariaandAcrivos(1980).TheplotsinFig.2showapausetime,butwe
foundthatthestressresponsesinthesubsequentflowwereindependentofthedurationof
thepausetime.Hence,furthertestswereconductedwithnopausetime,asshowninFig.
3.WeuseFig.3todefinethefollowingkeyphysicalquantitiesintheshearreversal
experiment:Tjisthemagnitudeoftheinitialrecoveryintheshearstress,rsisthesteady
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FIG. 1. Steady shear stress measured with the parallel plates. The data points were obtained using ARES with
prolonged shearing after shear reversal, and the lines were obtained using HAAKE RS‑50 with steady shear
flow (shown for comparison).

statevalue,andt95isacharacteristicrisetime‑thetimetakenfortheshearstressto
reach95%ofthesteadystatevalue.Usingf95:wecande丘neacorrespondingstrain
r95‑￨ya¥t95.TodetermineTj,asindicatedinFig.3,thelocalplateauvalueisused,
sincetheHpeak"whichexistsbeforethatmaybein且uencedbythemechanicalproperties
̲̲̲iij.i̲I・1
oftherheometer.Theseparameterswillbeusedtoquantifythedegreeofdatacollapse
fromthevariousshearresponsetestsperformed.

c^
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80
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FIG. 2・ Typical stress responses in restarted flow with a pause time. The upper plot shows subsequent flow in
the same direction as the preflow, the lower plot shows the behavior after flow reversal.
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FIG. 3. Typical stress response curves obtained with no pause time, indicating the notations used in the present
article.

Figure 4 shows the values of the ratio Tjlrs versus the ratio of the initial and subse‑

quent shear rチtes序a /ナfor the series of shear reversal experiments. We notice that the
values are quite close over the range of ya lyt¥, indicating that although the values of the
stresses may depend on the shear rates as one would expect, the essential shape of the
response curves are the same.
Similarly, Fig. 5 shows the characteristic response strain T95 as a function of the ratio

Ja lJii ‑ We see again that the values are very similar, indicating that when the various
shear stress recovery curves are plotted as a function of strain, there is good collapse of
the data. Further, in Figs. 4 and 5, we observe that there is little difference between the
results for the highly monodisperse system (GS) and the more polydisperse suspensions
(MS).

塵日日含
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O.5
0
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●
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FIG. 4・ Shear stress recovery Tj (normalized by the final steady value rs) immediately after flow reversal, as
a function of shear rate ratio.
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FIG. 5. Strain corresponding to the 95% of shear stress recovery in the flow reversal experiment, as a function
of shear rate ratio.

Typical response curves for the normal stress difference Ni‑N2 after the stopping and
starting of shearing in the same direction and for the case of shear reversal are also shown
in Fig. 2. Similar to the shear stress, we see that N¥‑N2 rises almost instantaneously to
the steady value when flow is restarted in same direction, whereas a gradual growth with
no partial jump is observed in the case of 且ow reversal. The steady values of (Nl‑N2)∫

are illustrated in Fig. 6. We observe that this quantity is positive for all cases considered,
and that the dependence on shear rate ya parallels that of the shear stress (also plotted as
lines on Fig. 6 for comparison). It should be noted that, because of the difficulty in the
initial setting as mentioned in Sec. II, these normal stress values may contain appreciable
error (our estimate is 20%‑30% at most). From Fig. 6, it is seen that the ratio
(Ⅳ「Ⅳ2)∫ /丁∫ is approximately 0.5 over the shear rate range studied. This is somewhat
larger than the values obtained by Zarraga et al. (2000) in their steady shearing tests on

(*d)

2

S(NケIー'N)'S1

日目
0

0

1

Ifa
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FIG. 6. Steady state values of the normal stress difference Nx‑N2 (data points) and shear stress (lines) as a
function of shear rate. The similarity in shear rate dependence of these quantities can be observed.
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suspensionsofglassspheres,whichhadanaveragesizeof43/mmandwerequite
polydisperse.ItisperhapsnotunexpectedthatthemonodisperseGSsystemmaygenerat
ahighnormalstresseffectduetoahighlyarrangedmicrostructure.However,thereaso
forthedifferencein(Ni‑N2)s/tsvaluesbetweentheMSsystemandtheglassspheresis
unclearatpresent,andmoreprecisemeasurementsofthenormalstressdifferenceare
certainlyneeded.
Figures7(a)and7(b)showthegrowthof(Ni‑N2)normalizedwiththesteadyvalue
fortheGSsampleforseveralcombinationsofyaandナWeseethattheNi‑N

recoverycurvescollapsewelltoamastercurveforallcases.Figure7(c)showssimilar
curvesobtainedforthepolydispersesuspension(MS)andweagainseethedatacollapse

toamastercurve,parallelingthebehaviorobservedintheGSsystem.Thus,itisappare
thatthisdatacollapseoccursnotjustforshearstressbutalsoforthenormalstress
differenceNl‑N2.
日VaD貞SCUSSiOSM

Tofacilitatecomparisonbetweentheexperimentalobservationsandthetheory,we
nowbrie貝yintroducethekeypointsoftheconstitutivemodelforconcentratedsuspen
sionsofmonodispersespheresinaNewtoniancarrier且uid,recentlydevelopedbyPhan
Thienandco‑workers[Phan‑Thien(1995);Phan‑Thienetal.(1999,2000)].Theessenti
ideaisthatthemotionofaneighboringpairofgenericspheresinthesuspensionis
modeledbyasinglepairofforce‑freeandtorque‑freespheres,whichtumblealongwith
theimposed貝owfield.Itisconvenienttointroducep,theunitvectorfielddirected
betweentheparticlecenters.Sincethesuspensionisconcentrated,eachsphereexper

encesinteractionswithsurroundingspheres,andthiseffectismodeledbyananisotro
diffusion‑likeprocess,withthemagnitudeofthediffusiontensorりassumedtobe
proportionaltotheimposedrateofstrain.Thefollowingformulafortheinstantaneou
particle‑contributedstresstensorrpisobtained(Phan‑Thienetal.1999)
=M￠)(1‑OD‥A2+7(K‑A2+ArK+rr(K)A2‑2K:A4)].(2)

Here,/ct(￠)isascalarviscositydependingonthevolumefraction<f>,」isahydrody
namicinteractionfactor(」‑0.63forhighlyconcentratedmonodispersespheres),取
thestrainratetensor,andyisameasureoftherateofstrain
・‑i戸、厄前isa
dimensionlesstensor,whichplaystheconstitutiveroleofdescribingthedegreeofan
isotropyofthediffusionprocess‑itisassumedDr‑yK.A2andA4aretensorswhich
describethesystemmicrostructure‥A2‑(pp)andA4‑(pppp).
Intransientflows,thesystemmicrostructuredevelopsthroughthetimeevolution
equationsforA2andA4.Forexample,theequationdescribingthechangeinA2is
dk7
‑dt‑(L‑3yK)‑A2+A2‑(L‑3yK):‑2(L‑3yK):A4+2yK‑2ytr(K)A2
(.・>!

whereLisanequivalentvelocitygradienttensorL‑L‑」D,withLthevelocitygra‑
dienttensoroftheimposedflowfieldandJahydrodynamicparameter(」‑0.13).Note
thattherighトhandsideofEq.(3)involvesthefourth‑ordertensorA4‑toanalyticall

dealwiththisequation,aclosureapproximationisoftenemployed(e.g.,quadraticcl
sureA4;≡A2A2).
Weobservethattheright‑handsideofEq.(3)islinearintherateofstrainy.This
meansthatduringtransientresponse,thetimescalesforstructuralevolutionand,he
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the stress tensor evolution must be inversely proportional to γ‑in other words, the
microstructure and stresses evolve only as a function of the imposed strain. A similar
conclusion has also been reached by Brady and Morris (1997) via scaling arguments.
We now discuss our experimental results in the light of this constitutive framework.
we observed experimentally that the shear stress and normal stress difference (Fig. 2)
instantaneously Jumped to the appropriate steady state values if the shearing is rec0m‑
mencea in the same direction. This behavior agrees with Eqs, (2) and (3), since, if after
prolonged shearing, the shear flow is restarted in the same direction (even with a different
magnitude of the shear rate), the right‑hand side of Eq. (3) will still remain zero. To see
this, note that the right‑hand side would have evolved to zero after prolonged shearing

and that it is linear in the shear rate. Hence, when the subsequen用ow with the same
structure tensor restarts m the same direction, the right‑hand side o柑q. (3) remains zero
and there will be no change in the structure tensors. Therefore, by Eq. (2), the shear and
normal stresses will immediately jump to the new steady state values corresponding to
the applied shear rate.
On the other hand, If the shearing direction is reversed, there will be an evolution of
microstructure determined by Eq. (3), and this will cause a gradual change in the stress
tensor via Eq. (2). It should be noted that immediately after shear reversal, Eq. (2)
predicts that the shear stress recovers only partially before evolving to the new steady
state (since D changes sign but y does not), as observed in our tests (Fig. 3). Equation (3)
tells us that the evolution of the structure will be a function only of the imposed strain

γ =序t. This means that if the components of the normalized stress tensor are plotted
as a function of y, their time evolution (or recovery curves) will collapse to a common

curve, even for different values of the ratio序a /鉦In our experiments, we succeeded in
observing these behaviors for both the shear stress and the normal stress recovery curves
(Figs. 4, 5, and 7). Indeed, we notice that the strain for (Ni‑N2) to reach the steady state
is similar to the strain for the shear stress to reach the steady state after shear reversal.
Although a direct qualitative comparison between this constitutive model and experi‑
ments requires knowledge of the key quantities 〃ノ(￠) and K, the strain to reach steady
state after shear reversal has been theoretically predicted to be close to 1 [Phan‑Thien
(1995), using K ‑ 2.5且, where且is the unit tensor]. This is somewhat lower than the
present results (r95 in Figs. 5, and 7), indicating that while the model appears capable of
capturing many of the essential physics of the problem, quantitative agreement will
probably require a more sophisticated theoretical framework.

V. CONCLUSIONS
We have carried out a series of rheological tests on concentrated suspensions of non‑
Brownian particles, with particular focus on the stress recovery behavior after the shear

flow is momentarily stopped and restarted in the opposite direction. We found that for the
range of initial and subsequent shear rates investigated, there was good collapse of the
data if the normalized stress recovery curves were plotted against strain. Further, we
found that the recovery curves for the normal stress difference Nt‑N2 (appropriately
normalized) also showed good collapse of data if plotted against the strain. These results
extend the observations made in the pioneering experiments of Gadala‑Maria and Acrivos
(1980).
Our results are in good qualitative agreement with the theoretical predictions of a
recent constitutive model for concentrated suspensions developed by Phan‑Thien and
co‑workers [Phan‑Thien (1995); Phan‑Thien et al. (1999, 2000)]. This suggests that the
core idea of this formulation, where the particle‑particle interactions are modeled as a
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strain‑rate dependent diffusion‑like process, is possibly quite close to capturing the es‑
sential physics of the flow behavior of concentrated suspensions.
Interestingly, our experiments show that polydispersity in particle size does not appear
to have a major effect on the data collapse, suggesting that modifications to the existing
constitutive framework may yield models which could be fruitfully applied to these

systems as well. However, it should be noted that the degree of polydispersity in the MS
system is not that large, and thus these results should be regarded as somewhat prelirm‑
nary. There is a need for a systematic investigation of the effects of polydispersity on
these response phenomena, for example using a bimodal system with widely differing
particle sizes.
Concentrated suspensions are a very important class of materials in industry, and an
understanding of their flow behavior is essential for optimizing their processability and
function. It is hoped the present work has shed some light on the transient flow behavior
of these systems.
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